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ABSTRACT A differential optical transmission technique has
been used to monitor in situ the efficiency of laser cleaning
for the removal of sub-micrometer-sized particles on substrates
transparent at the monitoring wavelength. This technique has
been applied to the removal of sub-micrometer polystyrene
particles on polyimide substrates using laser pulses of 30 ps
duration at 292 nm while probing the material transmission at
633 nm. The sensitivity achieved −1/104 for the transmission
changes induced upon single-pulse laser exposure – allows us
to monitor the removal of just a few sub-micron-sized particles
from the probed region inside the irradiated area.

PACS 81.65.Cf

1 Introduction

Laser cleaning [1–10] appears as one of the most
promising techniques for the removal of sub-micron-sized
particles from surfaces. The strong adhesion of these contam-
inants to the surface makes conventional processes inefficient,
this problem being of major importance, among others, in the
field of microelectronics. Two different procedures for laser
cleaning have been described in the literature: dry laser clean-
ing (DLC) [1–5] and steam laser cleaning (SLC) [1, 6–10].
DLC is based on the interaction between the incident laser
light and the substrate to be cleaned. So far, it has been as-
sumed that the thermal expansion, as a consequence of light
absorption, was the unique mechanism responsible for par-
ticle removal [1]. However, it has very recently been shown
that local field enhancement effects [11–13] underneath the
particles can lead to local ablation of the substrate. This effect
is undesirable for the particle-removal process. SLC differs
from DLC in the fact that a thin liquid film (water/alcohol
mixture) is deposited on the sample by steam condensation,
prior to irradiation. The mechanism responsible for particle
ejection in SLC is believed to be the explosive evaporation
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of the liquid film in the vicinity of the particle/substrate
interface [1].

The cleaning efficiency is normally defined as (1 −n/n0),
where n0 and n are respectively the density of particles on the
surface before and after laser exposure. This parameter is usu-
ally determined by time-consuming post-treatment examin-
ation of the samples by means of microscopy techniques. The
need for making the use of laser cleaning compatible with on-
line monitoring tools for industrial applications has led to the
development of in situ diagnostic methods for laser cleaning,
often based on optical measurements. For instance, scattered
light reflection measurements have successfully been applied
to quantitatively monitor the removal of sub-micron particles
from silicon wafers upon both SLC and DLC [8, 9]. The lin-
ear dependence observed between the intensity of scattered
light at the surface and the areal density of scattering par-
ticles [2] allows us to perform a direct correlation between the
changes in the amount of the scattered light and the efficiency
of the particle-removal process. The use of optical techniques
for such a purpose is not new, as commercial systems for un-
patterned surface inspection also often use optical techniques
based on bright- and dark-field illumination as well as scat-
tered light detection in order to monitor surface defects and
contaminants. These techniques are normally combined with
the use of electron beams for both imaging and the assessment
of electrical defects.

Nevertheless, optical methods for surface inspection
based on scattered light measurements require a smooth and
homogeneous surface and a relatively large reflectivity at
the monitoring wavelength in order to obtain a significant
optical contrast between contaminated and cleaned (or defect-
free) regions. The increasing importance of the use of some
“transparent materials” like some spin-on-glasses or poly-
mers [14] in the field of microelectronics makes it necessary
to develop and to optimize surface-cleaning techniques for
removing sub-micrometer contaminants from their surfaces.
However these materials, unlike silicon, are normally nearly
transparent to visible radiation, which makes the use of con-
ventional scattered reflectivity measurements for monitoring
surface particle densities to become of little use or at least
complicated. In addition, in some other cases, like conven-
tional industrial polymers, the material surface is rough. There
is therefore a need for techniques that can provide a reliable
in situ monitoring of the laser cleaning process, despite the
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surface roughness and/or the weak specular reflectivity of the
substrate.

In this report, we describe an in situ and non-invasive
diagnostic technique that allows measuring the very small
transmission changes induced over the size of the probe
beam by the removal of a few sub-micrometer-sized particles
from a substrate transparent at the monitoring wavelength.
As a case study, we present results obtained in laser clean-
ing experiments using UV picosecond (ps) pulses to remove
polystyrene spheres dispersed on the surface of polyimide
substrates.

2 Experimental details
2.1 Sample preparation

Mono-disperse polystyrene (PS) spheres deposited
on the surface of polyimide (PI) substrates were used as model
contaminants. The particle diameters used in these experi-
ments were 320 and 800 nm. Details of the procedure for
sample preparation can be found elsewhere [2]. Briefly, the
particles, available in an isopropyl alcohol colloidal suspen-
sion, were deposited onto 250 µm thick PI foils (Goodfellow)
by means of spin coating. Figure 1 shows a representative
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image of a PI foil cov-
ered with 800 nm sized PS spheres. After evaporation of the
solvent, even when some aggregates can be observed, the par-
ticles are mostly isolated and statistically well distributed over
the surface. The surface density of particles before laser treat-
ment (n0) is about 1.5 ×104 mm−2. This initial areal density
of particles, well above the contamination which would be
considered a routine level in the semiconductor industry, was
chosen in order to make a clear determination of the sensi-
tivity of the differential transmission technique for measuring
“in situ” the efficiency of the laser cleaning process.

2.2 Cleaning and diagnostic set-up

The experimental set-up used to remove the par-
ticles and to monitor the process is shown in Fig. 2. It es-

FIGURE 1 SEM image of a typical sample before laser cleaning showing
a random distribution of mainly isolated polystyrene spheres with a diameter
of 800 nm
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FIGURE 2 Experiment layout showing the pump beam (λ = 292 nm, τ =
30 ps FWHM) that irradiates the sample surface and the cw probe laser (λ =
633 nm) used to monitor the transmission change (∆T ) upon laser exposure
(see text for more details)

sentially consists of a pump beam that irradiates the sample
surface in a single shot and a cw probe laser used to monitor
the transmission change (∆T ) upon laser exposure. The sam-
ple is located in a translation stage in order to expose a fresh
region of the surface to the pump pulse in each single-pulse
irradiation. Since the aim of the study was to determine the
sensitivity of the “in situ” transmission measurements to the
changes of the areal density of particles after laser exposure,
the possible re-deposition of particles was not impeded by any
means like the use of an inert-gas flow.

The irradiation laser system is based on a synchronously
pumped tunable dye laser that provides pulses with a du-
ration of 10 ps (FWHM). The output of this laser (tuned
at λ = 584 nm) is amplified by a dye amplifier pumped by
a frequency-doubled Q-switched Nd:YAG laser. The ampli-
fied beam (30 ps FWHM) is then frequency-doubled (λ =
292 nm) by means of a beta barium borate (BBO) crystal and
focused at normal incidence onto the sample surface. The spa-
tial intensity distribution of the laser spot at the sample site
is Gaussian elliptical with 1/e dimensions of ∼ 180 µm (long
axis) and ∼ 90 µm (short axis).

The probe beam is delivered by a He-Ne laser (633 nm).
Its amplitude is modulated by means of an acousto-optic mod-
ulator (AOM) with a square-wave signal at a repetition rate
of 1071 Hz. The He-Ne laser beam passes through a polarizer
and a beam splitter (10% reflectivity). The reflected part of
the beam is then sent to a reference photodiode detector after
passing through an analyzer, while the transmitted part is fo-
cused with a lens to a spot size of ∼ 30 µm (1/e radius) at the
center of the irradiated region at an angle of incidence of 15◦.
The intensity of the beam transmitted through the sample is
measured by means of another photodiode. Both reference
and transmission detectors are similar and are connected to
a lock-in amplifier in differential mode.

The use of an analyzer in front of the reference diode al-
lows us to cancel the difference between the voltage readings
of the reference (VREF) and transmission (VT) detectors, be-
fore exposing the fresh surface to the irradiation pulse. After
exposure, the differential signal VT − VREF is obviously re-
lated to the transmission changes caused by the removal of
the particles and/or the possible modification of the substrate
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induced by the irradiation beam. With the photodiodes and
polarizing elements used we have been able to resolve trans-
mission changes of the order of 1/104. Post-treatment exam-
ination of the samples has been performed by means of optical
microscopy, SEM and atomic force microscopy (AFM) in
order to correlate the transmission changes measured with the
state of the surface.

3 Results

Figure 3 shows the evolution of the differential
transmission changes induced upon single-pulse exposure for
surfaces covered with PS spheres (800 and 320 nm diameter)
as a function of the laser fluence. The plot shows the exis-
tence of a threshold fluence, Fth ≈ 6 mJ/cm2, above which
transmission changes of the order of 2/103 (0.2%), well above
the experimental resolution, are observed for both particle
sizes. Above this threshold, both curves exhibit a similar evo-
lution that can be divided into three different fluence regimes.
For regime I (6 mJ/cm2 < F < 10 mJ/cm2), the signal in-
creases sharply as the fluence is increased until it reaches
a plateau. The plateau, regime II, is observed for fluences
10 mJ/cm2 ≤ F < 22 mJ/cm2. The transmission change in
regime II is slightly higher for the films covered with 800 nm
particles (∆V ≈ 0.1 V, equivalent to a ≈ 1% transmission
change) than for those covered with 320 nm particles (∆V ≈
0.07 V, equivalent to a ≈ 0.7% transmission change). Above
F = 22 mJ/cm2, regime III, the transmission increases again
with fluence upon laser exposure for both particle sizes.

Figure 4 is an optical micrograph showing two columns
of spots irradiated with several different fluences in a speci-
men covered with 800 nm PS particles. In order to enhance
the contrast between laser-exposed regions and the surround-
ings, grazing-incidence illumination with an intense white-
light source was used. The lower brightness observed at the
irradiated spots in these “dark-field” images is clearly related
to the decrease of scattering associated with the removal of
the particles, especially considering the large initial density of
PS spheres on the surface. Images obtained after irradiation at
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FIGURE 3 Differential transmission change after exposure to a single laser
pulse as a function of fluence for PS spheres of 800 nm (�) and 320 nm (� )
diameter on a PI substrate

FIGURE 4 Optical micrograph of a PI sample with 800-nm size particles
showing two strings of irradiated spots at fluences within regime III (left row
of spots) and within regimes I and II (right row of spots). The arrow points
to a spot irradiated at the cleaning threshold fluence

similar fluences in substrates not initially covered by particles
do not show any observable contrast. The spots in the left col-
umn, exposed to a single pulse with a constant fluence within
regime III, exhibit an approximately constant size. The spots
in the right column, irradiated with single pulses of increasing
fluence within regimes I and II, show an increase of size as we
move downwards. The arrow points at a spot irradiated with
a fluence at the transmission-change threshold.

The correlation between the transmission changes and the
removal of the particles was further analyzed by means of
SEM. Figure 5 shows an illustrative image of a region ir-
radiated with a fluence at the edge between regimes I and
II for a sample initially covered with 800 nm sized PS par-
ticles and irradiated at a fluence of 10 mJ/cm2. It can be seen
that for this fluence all the particles have been removed, thus
indicating that already for this fluence a 100% local clean-
ing efficiency has been achieved. A closer inspection of the
treated surface (higher-magnification inset in Fig. 5) shows
however that at the positions previously occupied by the par-
ticles (marked by arrows in the figure), the material surface
is locally deformed or ablated. This effect is observed in
the SEM images for all the fluences above the transmission-
change threshold (6 mJ/cm2), further confirming the rela-
tion of the transmission changes and the areal density of
particles.

In order to further analyze the correlation of the measured
transmission changes with the state of the surface, additional
analysis of the substrate after laser exposure was performed
by AFM in irradiated regions not initially covered by par-
ticles. Power spectral density (PSD) curves in the 0.2–1 µm
range were calculated from AFM micrographs recorded at the
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FIGURE 5 SEM image of a cleaned area of a sample of PI formerly cov-
ered with 800-nm PS particles (see Fig. 1 for comparison). The region was
irradiated with a fluence within regime II. The white arrows indicate dam-
age pits underneath the former locations of the particles. One of these damage
pits is shown with higher magnification in the inset

central part of the irradiated spots. The PSD curves provide
information about the roughness spatial frequencies corre-
lated to light scattering: at a randomly rough surface, many
different spatial frequencies are present. The PSD curves pro-
vide the relative strength of each roughness component of
the surface microstructure as a function of spatial frequency.
Figure 6 shows PSD curves corresponding to regions irra-
diated at fluence regimes II and III together with that cor-
responding to a non-irradiated region. For both regimes, the
surface roughness increases upon laser exposure. However,
when the laser fluence is increased from regime II to regime
III, a slight decrease of the PSD is observed all over the
range corresponding to visible-light wavelengths. Thus, at the
probe wavelength (λ = 633 nm), the surface irradiated within
regime III scatters slightly less light than upon irradiation
within regime II.
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FIGURE 6 2D power spectral density measured at the central part of two
representative spots irradiated with fluences within regime II, regime III as
well as at a non-exposed area

4 Discussion

The obvious decrease of scattering observed in
the laser irradiated-regions (Fig. 4) and its comparison with
the transmission changes (Fig. 3) and SEM images (Fig. 5)
clearly indicates that, within fluence regimes I and II, the
transmission changes induced upon laser exposure are essen-
tially related to the removal of particles from the surface.
Since for a fluence of 10 mJ/cm2 a 100% cleaning efficiency
is already achieved (Fig. 5), the plateau in Fig. 3 (regime II)
corresponds to a situation in which the transmission change
associated with the removal of the particles from the substrate
does saturate. In other words, a cleaning efficiency of 100%
is induced over a region with a size clearly higher than that
of the probe beam independently of the laser fluence used. As
a consequence, the transmission changes observed in regime
I for increasing fluences must be caused either by the fluence
dependence of the cleaning mechanism or by the increasing
size of the cleaned region when compared to the size of the
probe beam. Figure 4 clearly indicates that the latter explana-
tion is most likely since the size of the cleaned areas within
regime I increases with fluence and is smaller than the size
of the probe beam, something which has been confirmed by
SEM examination of different regions within a cleaned spot
below and above the threshold fluence for detecting changes
in transmission.

The different plateau levels observed for 320 nm and
800 nm particle sizes in regime II are therefore due to the
different sizes of the particles, which gives rise to different
amounts of transmission change upon complete removal of
the particles from the surface. In both cases, considering that
the initial density of particles is about 1.5 ×104 mm−2 and
the size of the probed region is about 30 µm (1/e radius), it
can be concluded that the reflectivity change at the plateau in
Fig. 3 corresponds to the removal of just some tens of particles
from the probed region. An extrapolation of this value allows
us to see that the transmission change recorded at the clean-
ing threshold fluence would correspond to the removal of just
a few particles from the surface, which is an indication of the
extreme sensitivity achieved. In this sense it is important to
bear in mind that the fact that the technique used is differential
makes its sensitivity to be independent of the initial density of
particles. In other words, the detection limit for a change in the
number of particles in the probed region after laser exposure is
just a few particles no matter the initial particle density, which
makes this technique compatible with its use under initial con-
tamination levels many orders of magnitude smaller than the
ones used in this case study.

The global picture of the fluence dependence of the trans-
mission changes within regimes I and II given in the previous
paragraphs is further supported by the comparison of the PSD
curves (Fig. 6) corresponding to regime II and to a non-treated
region. This figure shows that the irradiated surface is rougher
than the non-treated one all over the spectral interval ana-
lyzed. If the measured changes in the roughness of the surface
were to cause any transmission change, the observed trans-
mission changes would be negative (transmission decrease)
and not positive (transmission increase) as we observe all over
the studied fluence interval. This figure also indicates that the
deformation/ablation features remaining at the former loca-
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tion of the particles (see the inset of Fig. 5) do not affect sig-
nificantly the transmitted light intensity, as their effect would
be, if any, to increase and not to decrease the amount of scat-
tering.

The deformation/ablation of the surface at the former lo-
cation of the laser-removed particles could be considered as
an indication of local ablation of the substrate being the re-
moval mechanism. This mechanism would be driven by local
field enhancement [11–13] underneath the particles. In cer-
tain cases, this field enhancement can lead to fluences 10 times
higher than the nominal average laser fluence used. As a con-
sequence, it is not difficult to reach the damage threshold of
the substrate, especially for the high peak powers associated
with the ps laser pulses used in the present work for clean-
ing. Therefore, the cleaning efficiency should be a bimodal
function of the fluence (no removal below the local ablation
threshold or 100% efficiency above), in agreement with the
features observed in Figs. 3 and 4 for fluences within regime
I, in which the transmission increase (Fig. 3) appears essen-
tially caused by the increasing size of the cleaned area (Fig. 4)
and not by an increase of the cleaning efficiency. This would
also be consistent the SEM observation of regions irradiated
at fluences below and above threshold (6 mJ/cm2). In any case
other processes, like particle explosion or surface shrinkage
under the particles, could potentially contribute to the removal
mechanism and to the features observed in the surface after
laser exposure.

Finally, when the fluence is further increased (regime III),
even when the particle-removal efficiency has already reached
100%, the transmission of the sample increases again upon
exposure. This transmission increase can not be justified by
the small decrease of the surface roughness observed for vis-
ible optical frequencies when the fluence reaches regime III
(see Fig. 6), since we have already seen that much stronger
changes in the surface roughness (Fig. 6, comparison of non-
treated sample with treated one in regime II) give rise to
no measurable transmission changes (∆T / T0 < 10−4) in re-
gions not initially covered by particles. As a consequence,
the observed transmission increase observed for increasing
fluences within regime III in Fig. 3 must be associated with
a modification of the optical constants of the PI substrate at
high fluences, although this latter conclusion requires fur-
ther investigation. This as well as the determination of the
actual removal mechanism of the PS particles on PI upon
pulsed UV laser exposure is beyond the scope of this pa-
per, as this system has been only used for a case study in
order to assess the actual sensitivity of differential trans-

mission measurements to monitor the efficiency of the laser
cleaning process in substrates transparent at the monitoring
wavelength.

We have seen that the technique is sensitive to the removal
of just a few particles from the probed region of a transpar-
ent substrate, which makes it of clear potential interest for the
assessment of laser cleaning procedures in microelectronics
and optical industry applications. In the former case, even if
the transparent material is spin-coated or deposited on a non-
transparent substrate, the possibility of using a transparent
substrate alongside the actual manufactured material would
make its use of interest.

5 Conclusion

We have shown that differential transmission
measurements provide a powerful tool to monitor in situ the
efficiency of laser cleaning of sub-micrometer particles on
transparent rough substrates. The application of this technique
to PI films covered with PS spheres cleaned by UV ps laser
pulses has allowed us to detect the transmission changes asso-
ciated with the removal of just a few particles from the probed
region at the threshold fluence for cleaning.
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